Solink is the hub of your smart
security solutions.
Solink allows you to protect and monitor your
business with insights from your existing video
+ POS data. Discover the peace of mind that
comes from Solink’s security features; see how
we can work smarter to get faster, better results
from your existing systems.

Daily report of important events
in your inbox
Receive a daily digest report of the events that
require your attention, such as large employee
discounts. The email will include a direct link to
the video footage for verification.

Real people, ready to chat, whenever you need us
Live chat is available right in the Solink app and
so you can directly message our Customer
Support team and get help within minutes. No
support tickets or waiting on hold.

Scorecards

Friday April 29,

The metrics in your scorecards can be
customized to measure what matters to
you - If you want to keep a tab on operational metrics like revenue or average
order size, we’ll give you a quick preview
every morning. We also measure performance on high-risk transactions like
discounts and voids.

Daily Revenue

$12,647

Daily Transactions
$616

via last Thursday

4,271

22
via last Thursday

Average Transaction Size

$4.53

Daily Discounts

$0.28

high: $70.25
low: $00.00

via last Thursday

$3

$49
via last Thursday

Many Voided Items
Total of 7 out of 4161 events - This puts you in the top 23% of all owners

Total Amount: $11:73
Total Amount: $22.83

Total Amount: $12:00

Click here for all 7 results...

The features you’ve been asking for
Intuitive Video and Event Search
No more time-and-location
search. Use multiple filters to
find any event in seconds.

Proactive Theft Detection &
Notifications
Audits 100% of transactions
and notifies you of activities
outside your comfort zone.

Centralized Data, Mobile Access
Data is acsessible from the
cloud so you can connect to
your stores from any device.

Daily Revenue

$12,647

Daily Digest Report
Solink allows you to create custom reports around
the transactions you want to keep a close eye one.
These can be based on broad searches (ex: “Discounts”) or very specific searches (ex: “Cash transactions under $1”). Every day you’ll receive a summary
report in your inbox of your chosen reports. You can
click on any of the transactions in the email to go
straight to the video footage in your Solink account.

$616
via last Thursday

Daily Transactions

4,271

22
via last Thursday

Daily Discounts

$3

$49
via last Thursday

Thursday March 18th, 2018

Pick out the outliers among
hundreds of stores and employees at a glance.

Events

Videos

Bill Jones

Bill Jones

Settings

Employee Voides

Solink Discover allows you to zoom out on
your transactional data to reveal the outliers and patterns that are impossible to see
when looking at individual transactions.

Cash Refunds

Uncover theft insights

Solink gives you the flexibility to target internal theft
your way and the tools to get it done fast.
Automatically receive daily
emails of important outliers

Scalable to 1000s
of locations

Create cases around
flagged employees

Customize dashboards to
what’s important to you

1-click to view all transactions and
video associated with outliers
Once you spot an outlier, such as an employee with
above average number of voids, you can dive right
into the transactions and video footage to investigate.
No searching required.

Contact our team for a demo
solink.com

sales@solink.com

1-844-635-7305

